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From the President
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I would like to take this opportunity to wish everyone a Safe and enjoyable Festive season and New
Year.

Keep an eye on the weather, watch out for fading daylight for those last flights of the day and  be
very careful trying to do something you have not practised for a while just because you have a bit
of holiday time up your sleeve.

Some of you may be aware of a recent CAA safety report on light aircraft accidents and fatalities.
On a pure number basis we are not doing too well. No mention is made of accidents per hour
flown but an accident is an accident and a fatality is a fatality. 

Please  remember to that  RAANZ is  a  group of  people  organised with a  common objective  of
facilitating the safe and affordable operation of recreational aircraft. As such if you are aware of
any area where we can improve or if  you have any areas of concern please do not hesitate to
contact me- pres@raanz.org.nz   If there is potentially  bad news out there I would like to know
before the press or the director do.

Remember also that the National  Fly in is being held weekend 7-8 March at Waipukurau. This
event is always well attended and is a highlight of our calendar. Start making those bookings and
getting   time off .

Having said all that here is a brief account of one of the more interesting aircraft I have had the
privilege of being allowed to fly. 

The  Cri  Cri  arrived  in  my  hangar  at  Rangiora  in
September 2012. My son had seen the aircraft  at
Sportavex in Tauranga many years ago and had an
invitation  to  sit  in  it.  When  LBW  came  on  the
market he decided he had to have it.

The design has recently had  it’s 40th birthday and is
the brainchild of Michael Columbine, father also of
the Banbi. Both share very similar design concepts,
and when placed side by side are indeed similar.

It is a complex little aircraft with it’s square sided fuselage hiding  a lot of intricate bits and pieces
underneath.  The  aircraft  relies  on  some  quite  wizzy  aerodynamics  so  does  need  to  be  quite
precisely built. This will take some time. I think LBW took around 15 years! 

LBW has an empty weight of 87 kilos and a normal MAUW of 190. For aeros the MAUW is 170!
Any added that is not in the drawings could see the empty weight increase quite easily.  Fuel load
is 21 litres so there is not a lot left over. The 21 litres does not seem a lot but with the engines
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throttled back to 4900 it has a consumption of 7 litres per hour, that’s total not each, with a cruise
speed of  90 knots.  Cruising up to 110 kts  is relatively easy with fuel burn increasing quite rapidly.
However after flying straight and level for only a short period the aircraft screams “BORING  lets go
yahoo like I’m designed to do!”

The aircraft is very strong, ultimate loading being +9 -4. The very good roll rate , 180 deg / second,
and generally light controls enable GGG’s to be pulled very easy. The odd quick steep turn and pull
have had me going a little on the dark side. 

The control surfaces are all artificially loaded.    Elevator
has  a  significant  amount  of  bungee  to  load  it  up  and
provide a trimming mechanism. This works very well and
pitch wise the aircraft is solid and stable. The rudder has
a small amount of bungee in it, probably could do with
some more as the aircraft's directional stability is neutral
a la some Rans S6 eg JOL. You are on your feet the whole
time. The aileron system has a nifty little trim at the base
of  the stick  where rubber  bands are  used to load  the
system and are adjustable side to side to provide some
trim. The aileron trim is hardly needed but the loading up
is quite nice. Roll wise the aircraft is probably just stable
but attention is needed as a quick glance inside to check
something  can  result  in  the  world  changing  it’s
perspective quite a lot when you look out again. It is an
aircraft  you have to fly  all  the time,which is  quite fun
really.

The Cri Cri has a speed range of 40kts (Vs) to 135 (VNE) Vy ( best r ate of climb) 65 kt Vf (max flap )
70kts. Va is 100kts.

The take off roll can sometimes be quite long depending on the length of grass and the hardness of
the soil. Acceleration from the two 15 hp JPX two strokes is minimal until about 40 kts is reached
where we experience sort of a slingshot effect and it is all on. I have not yet done a sealed runway
departure but I suspect it would be remarkably different. Climb out at 70 kts will give around 1000
fpm, normal approach starts out at 60 back to 50 over the fence, The flare has to be quite close to
the ground as any prolonged hold off can result in a sudden stop of flying. Once on the ground the
aircraft with no aerodynamic drag just wants to keep on rolling. The aircraft is certified for most
manoeuvres except snap stuff.  Rolls require an entry of 80 kts while any looping needs 130 kts
( very close to VNE ) Nice days only.

The Cri Cri has full span flaperons which account for about 20 % of the total wing area. Take off
setting is about 5 deg and landing around 15 deg, not much but they are extremely effective and
must be lowered or raised very carefully.

The JPX engines are a basic French 210 cc two stroke producing 15 hp with the tuned pipes. The
design is quite old and hp per cc is quite low compared to a modern two stroke, but the counter to
that is that they are very reliable. The engines pull  5000 rpm static and wind up to 5500 rpm
during the climb out. Red line is 6500 rpm. They are fitted with Tillotsen cCarbs, a la chainsaw, and
as such can run upside down.  LBW has a full inverted fuel system! 



And  the  big  question,  what  if  one  stops?  The  outcome  really  depends  on  temperature  and
pressure.  A very high density altitude will result in maintenance of height ,just, but if things are a
bit lower and cooler then a positive rate of climb is achievable. Climbing on one require close
attention to the best rate of climb speed and getting rid of any flap. A sudden engine failure will
result in quite a bit of easily controllable yaw. Single engine control is achievable down to stall
speed.  I generally keep the speed above the best rate of climb speed when operating low level.

The aircraft is small! Wing spam 4.5 metres and length of 4 metres. Getting in is a bit of an art but
once you are there the cockpit is surprisingly spacious. I thought I may have felt a wee bit insecure
in the aircraft due to it’s size but do date this has not happened. The aircraft’s size and blue and
white paint job, whilst very well done, makes LBW virtually invisible to anyone else. It’s size also
makes the aircraft if seen appear to be further away than it actually is. You have to fly the aircraft
very defensively working on the theory that you wont be seen till quite late.

It has been a pleasure to have access to the CriCri and I look forward to a few more hours in it. I
always thought hang gliding was the purest form of flying but have changed my mind. Cri Cri-ing
wins. LBW is trailerable in about 10 minutes and is booked on the ferry for it’s trip to the National
rally in 7-8 March 2015.

RAANZ 2015 national fly-in

Hosted by Central Hawkes Bay Aero Club
Waipukurau Airfield

March 7-8 2015

Advance notice- more details on our website as planning progresses



Air Safari Navigation Exercise
Pete Mullooly/Opotiki

On Saturday 29th of November a navigation exercise was conducted by the Eastern Bay of Plenty
Aviation club. 

The start was from the club apron and first heading was to Matata first turning point then onto the
Rotorua  lakes  and  then  turning  onto  a  course  across  Lake  Okataina,  Lake  Tarawera,  Lake
Rotomahana, then a direct course for an overhead at Galatea. then to Anawhenua, then a direct
course to Opotiki for a touch and ago. Leaving Opotiki flying west along the coast to Kohi point,
onto Whale Island then directly over the Whakatane airport. 

Observations of several points of interest had to be identified and a question answered. Visibility
was good but conditions a wee bit bumpy due to the westerlies. All the contestants who entered
were thoroughly rapt with this exercise. Following a BBQ de-briefing took place followed by prize
giving. Some small prizes were given out and the overall winner of the Willy Bakker Trophy was
Bevan Monk a student pilot 

Thanks to all those who participated. Another of these competitions will be held around May when
the weather is more suitable.

Pauanui Beach New Year Fly-In

3rd & 4th January

Resurrecting the popular relaxed, friendly event from summers past. Barbecue Saturday lunch (or
Sunday rain day). Cadge a bed from the locals or pitch a tent on a friendly pilot’s font lawn on the
runway.  Limited room for caravans/campers.

Contact Trevor Barrett
07 8252-896  029 847-8478
trevor@allseasonsair.co.nz 



Tecnam P92 Defect Report- vertical stabiliser spar

Adventure, recreation, and private aviation safety update 2014
Joe Dewar/CAA                                                       

Attached to this email is a safety bulletin for participants in the adventure, recreation, and private
aviation sectors. The bulletin is based mainly on occurrence data reported to the CAA, as well as
some other sources. It provides an overview of the safety performance of the sector over time,
covering the period from 1995 to 2014. It is being sent to all Part 115 operators, and all Part 149
organisations. It is likely that it will also be sent to aero clubs, where appropriate.

The main purpose of the bulletin is to develop a greater awareness of areas of safety risks in the
sector. To this end, Part 149 organisations are strongly encouraged to forward this bulletin on to
your members. 

 If you have feedback on the bulletin or ideas for future editions then I am keen to hear these over
the next few weeks/months as this information gets out to operators and pilots.

 Have an enjoyable Christmas and New Year and safe flying.  Kind regards, Joe.
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Precautions for Jabiru powered aircraft - CASA Media Release

NOTE- this is an advisory only for NZ pilots.  It is not mandatory for NZ at this stage.

The Civil Aviation Safety Authority will place a set of precautionary operating limitations on aircraft
powered by Jabiru engines.

These precautionary limitations follow a high number of Jabiru engine failures and power loss
incidents, some of which resulted in aircraft forced landings.  More than 45 Jabiru engine failures
or in-flight engine incidents have been reported in 2014, with CASA recently becoming aware of
incidents in previous years.

Problems with Jabiru  engines  include failures  of  through bolts,  flywheel  bolts  and valve  train
assemblies, as well as cylinder cracking.  The failures affect a range of Jabiru engine models and
have occurred in aircraft used in different flying activities, although many have been reported in
aircraft used for flying training.

CASA is currently working with Jabiru and other stakeholders to identify the causes of the engine
problems and to implement appropriate solutions.  Causes being investigated include design and
mechanical issues, how aircraft are flown, and maintenance-related issues.

While this investigative work is ongoing, the precautionary limitations are primarily intended to
reduce risks for people on the ground and trainee pilots flying solo. The limitations also ensure
that trainee pilots flying solo and passengers understand and accept the risk of a Jabiru engine
failure.

The limitations:
• Restrict flights to day time under the visual flight rules

• Require aircraft to be flown so they can at all times glide clear of a populous area

• Require passengers  and trainee pilots  flying solo  to sign a  statement  saying they are
aware of and accept the risk of an engine failure

• Require  trainee  pilots  to  have  recently  and  successfully  completed  engine  failure
exercises before solo flights.

CASA consulted with the aviation community on the Jabiru limitations, receiving more than 630
comments. Many pilots maintained they had the right to accept the risk of engine power loss and
argued that this  right should be extended to passengers and trainee pilots.   CASA revised the
proposed  limitations  after  taking  account  of  the  consultation  comments  and  other  relevant
information, and considers that the limitations now to be made appropriately manage the safety
risks.

The full CASA legal document can be viewed here.

http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Details/F2014L01806


EASA SID 2014-34: Rotax 912 and 914 series- possible exceedance of temperature limits

This relates to engines with the new cylinder head design with the temperature monitoring point
now  being  the  [lower]  CT  coolant  temperature  rather  than  the  [higher]  CHT  cylinder  head
temperature.  Gauge limits need to be adjusted to reflect the revised limits.

Applicability: 
All BRP-Powertrain 912 A/F/S and 914 F engines with the following serial numbers (S/N): 

• 912 A S/N from 4.410.982
• 912 F S/N from 4.413.020
• 912 S S/N from 4.924.544
• 914 F S/N from 4.421.178

and BRP-Powertrain 912 A/F/S and 914 F engines on which cylinder heads with the following Part
Numbers (P/N) were installed as replacement parts at cylinder position 2 or 3 since 01 January
2013: 

• 912 A/F: P/N 413235 or 413236
• 912 S: P/N 413185
• 914 F: P/N 413235 or 413236 

The reported conditions are the result of an insufficiently communicated engine design change
which  altered  the  engine/aircraft  interfaces  by  substituting  the  previous  cylinder  head
temperature  (CHT) measurement (limit temperature 135°C/150°C) with a  coolant temperature
(CT) measurement (limit temperature 120°C). 

This design change is currently not identified by the engine model designation or the engine P/N
but only through the cylinder head P/N and the position of the temperature sensor: 

• CHT measurement   temperature sensor points downward
• CT measurement   temperature sensor points upward 

The full document can be viewed here.

http://ad.easa.europa.eu/blob/SIB_201434_task_2014.384%5D_BRP_912_914_Engine_Temperature_Limits.pdf/SIB_2014-34_1


The invasion of the drones

With quadcopters being the Christmas gift of choice, you can expect to see more of these flying
around, and possibly in your airspace.  If you do, make an effort to contact the operator and help
them comply with the rules.

There is more to flying your remotely piloted aircraft (RPAS, UAV or drone) than you think!
Please check the CAA   RPAS website

As a general guide, you can fly your UAV
• In uncontrolled airspace below 400 feet above ground level
• During daylight hours
• Within visual line of sight (rule part 101.209 meteorological limitations and 101.213 right of

way)
• Clear of all manned aircraft, persons & property
• Outside of airspace restricted areas
• Not within 4km of any aerodrome
• If you know the CAA regulations

More tips
• Make sure you have read and understood the relevant Civil Aviation Rules, especially Part

101 Model aircraft operating rules
• Never operate your aircraft in a manner that creates a hazard to other aircraft or persons or

property (Rule 101.13)
• Know how to read a Visual Navigation Chart (VNC). These can be purchased  online. Your

local Aero club, certified training instructor, or a friend who is a qualified pilot will be able
to advise on how to read a VNC.

• Before you fly,  check for  all  relevant  airspace restrictions,  e.g.  controlled airspace,  low
flying zones, danger areas, restricted areas, and military operational areas

• Know your responsibilities as pilot-in-command of an aircraft
• Abort procedures must be in place in the event of a systems failure – know how your UAV

will behave if a failure occurs
• Not within 4 km of any defined area of land or water intended or designed to be used

either wholly or partly for the landing, departure, and surface movement of aircraft e.g.
aerodromes, airfields, heliports

• If you cannot see it – it is not safe to fly. Always remain within unaided visual line-of-sight
of your aircraft, unless approved otherwise by the CAA

Contact the CAA
Take a look at the CAA's Flying with Control brochure and if in doubt give the CAA a shout! Call
them on 04 560 9400, or email info@caa.govt.nz

https://www.airshare.co.nz/
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Winston Copland Southern Recreational Aircraft Club Advanced National Upgrade
Bryan Marr Stratford Sport Fliers Club Flight Instructor Upgrade
Douglas St George Mercury Bay Aero Club Advanced Local Upgrade
Graeme Allen Feilding Flying Club Advanced National Upgrade
Matthew Simpson Central Hawkes Bay Aero Club Advanced National Upgrade
Theunis van Loggerenberg Whangarei Flying Club Advanced National Upgrade
Frank Barker Canterbury Recreational Aircraft Club Novice Exam
Alwyn Sarginson Fiordland Aero Club Advanced National Joined
Jennifer Carruthers Fiordland Aero Club Novice Joined
Zenji Natusch Feilding Flying Club Novice Joined
Simone Hewson Wairarapa Ruahine Aero Club Novice Joined
Keith Stanley Geraldine Flying Group Novice Joined
Gregory King Bay of Plenty Microlight Assn Novice Joined
Gary Hawkins North Otago Aero Club Novice Joined
Caroline Goodwin Hawkes Bay Microlight Club Novice Joined
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